Let G be a finite group. Let (K, O, F ) be a p-modular system, where O is a complete discrete valuation ring, K is the quotient field of R of characteristic 0, and F is the residual field of O of characteristic p > 0. We assume that K and F are big enough. Let R be O or F . In this paper, a module means a finitely generated right module. For a subgroup H of G, and for an RG-module X and an RH-module Y , we write X H for the restriction of X to H and Y G for the induction of Y to G. When H G and Y is an RH-module, we denote I G (Y ) the inertia subgroup of Y in G.
Clifford extensions of indecomposable modules
Let H be a normal subgroup of G, and let W be an indecomposable FH-module. Assume that I G (W ) = G. Set E = End RG (W G ) and Λ = End RH (W ). We can write E in the form E = x∈X Ex where X = G/H and Ex is the R-submodule of E mapping W = W ⊗ 1 to W ⊗ x inside W G , and Ex ∼ = Hom RH (W, W x) (as R-module) by [3, Chapter 4, Lemma 6.4]. Clearly ExEȳ ⊂ E xy , forx,ȳ ∈ X. Also we can use the stability hypothesis to choose an element ϕx ∈ Ex mapping W ⊗ 1 isomorphically onto W ⊗ x; it follows that ϕx is a unit in E. Since E1 can be identified with Λ, we have Ex = Λϕx = ϕxΛ, so E is a free right Λ-module. The module E ⊗ Λ W is an E-RG-bimodule with action (e ⊗ w) · y = eϕȳ ⊗ ϕ −1 y (w ⊗ y), whereȳ = yH , and e · (e ⊗ w) = e e ⊗ w. Then we have the following proposition due to Cline. 
Proposition 1. [1] There is an E-RG-bimodule isomorphism
We now come to the main result. We are grateful to the referee for pointing out that this already appears without proof in Cline's paper [2] .
Theorem 3. G = H N G (Q). Under the canonical isomorphism G/H
, and fix a set of right coset representatives 
By the above identification, α is a map from E to E. By 
(Λ). So α sends J (Λ ) to J (Λ). As α is an isomorphism from E /I E to E/I E, we have that α is an isomorphism from E /J (Λ )E to E/J (Λ)E.

